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Introduction  

For centuries people have moved for million of reasons, one of these reasons is 

displacement. People have been displaced from their homes due to wars, conflicts 

natural disasters, economic instability, persecution based on religion, gender identity, 

sexual orientation, political views, and the most recently acknowledged reason of dead 

land dead water . We are currently witnessing very high levels of global migrations. The 1

recent United Nations Migration Report of 2019 estimates there are 272 million migrants 

around the world—of course not all of them were displaced or forced into migrating . 2

However, people have always been moving and what makes this an actual crisis is the 

resistance of certain countries and their government’s to accept people as well as the 

complexity of expulsions  happening in the world.
3

Within this crisis  we are exposed to an extensive amount of information on the topic of 4

migration in the forms of news reports, photos, films, books, art works, etc. Almost every 

day there is another news report talking about migration. This is arguably the most 

photographed humanitarian crisis in history due to the ubiquitous use of technology. 


People are using all available channels of communication in an attempt to address the 

issue: the constant and endless reports are sometimes even hard to digest. 


Artists are actively contributing  as well to this plethora of information and images. It has 

become a “hot topic” to cover.  Looking at people’s misery on the news has become a 

 A term that Sasskia Sassen uses instead of global warming, as it describes the situation more 1

directly. 

 2

 Expulsion is the word Sasskia Sassen uses in her book, where she describes the complexity of 3

exclusion happening in the world. Saskia Sassen, EXPULSIONS: Brutality and Complexity in the 
Global Economy (Place of publication not identified: Harvard University Press, 2014).

 I put in quotes because I believe there is the nature of the crisis is political. 4
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default rather than an exception. However, showing people in distress can be  

controversial.


Written from the perspective of a person with artistic background and background in 

studying cultures,  I have always wondered what are the risks of approaching something  

as complex as migration might be. In one if his public talks, the author of The New 

Odyssey, a journalist Patrick Kingsley, reflects upon challenges that a journalist faces 

reporting migration. Kingsley asks, “to what extent can one report objectively about 

migration? Can one report about migration without objectifying its subjects? Is it possible 

to use neutral vocabulary when describing migration?” Journalism as its goal seeks 

objectivity and, as Kingsley mentions, journalists are encouraged to be “dispassionate 

and cold vessels for information” , and to avoid the temptation of imposing their 5

“ideological frameworks”. But isn't the goal of art to do the opposite? To talk about our 

emotional selves and to be passionate about the subject of representation? And both 

journalists and artists, can run into risks of orientalist thinking, fetishising and objectifying 

even when approaching the topic with the best intention. Is there a way to be more 

careful and thoughtful about it? And how does one not to fall into the anxiety of being too 

sensitive and ending up not speaking up at all? And are the artists facing a constant 

moral dilemma or double bind when covering such a controversial and complex subject?


This paper considers artworks on the topic of current migration crisis that have been 

created by international artists and artists who are/were migrants themselves. 


 The paper will look into dilemmas, difficulties and complexities of making, presenting, 

showing, interpreting and engaging with art on such a sensitive and complex issue as 

 Kingsley, Patrick. (2015). The Challenges of Reporting on the 2015 Migration Crisis [YouTube 5

video] Retrieved December 10, 2019, from  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xsTKKHHSNU.
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migration.  I will also try to show the important role of art and what it communicates in 

relation to the subject of migration. I will attempt look into it carefully, trying to be mindful 

and sensitive about the complexity of the subject.


Who Is A Refugee? What do we understand by migration ? 

“Anyone could become a refugee. There is no easy conclusion about  who a refugee is…”  

Candice Breitz, as artist, 2018.


To be able talk about art on migration I think it is very important to look at the terminology 

first.  As Peggy Levitt wrote in her essay words make worlds .
6

I initially was going to have the title of the essay “Can Art Respond to Refugee Crisis?” 

But who is a refugee? Or should I better pose a question the “Can Art Respond To 

Migration Crisis?”. And is there a distinction at all between a refugee and a migrant? Is it 

the same as an asylum seeker and a displaced person? There are many other words 

connected to the topic exile, diaspora, immigrant, asylum, citizen, nomad, border, 

belonging, home, undocumented, voluntary migrant, illegal aliens, etc. There are a lot of 

issues with the language we use and as Levitt notices “some terms inspire compassion 

while others provoke defensive gestures, including literally people trying to build wall to 

keep the migrants out .” And the most important who writes the definitions? Do 7

governments, media, artists  and scholars give the same definition? Do the definitions 

define who is deserving and who is undeserving of aid and empathy?


 Ruth Erickson and Eva Respini, eds., When Home Won't Let You Stay (New Haven and London : 6

Yale University Press, 2019), p.212-213.

 Ibid. Peggy Levitt.7
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Though an interesting and important topic, the scope of this paper is too narrow to 

explore the definitions of all the foregoing words. However, I will look at several terms I 

will be using to talk about migration.


I will analyse the definition of a refugee first . The first “official” definition was offered as a 8

result of United Nations Convention of 1951 in Geneva, as the world was dealing with 

mass displacement after two world wars.  In the convention protocol a refugee is defined 

as: "Any person owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, 

religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside 

the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail 

himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being 

outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable 

or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it. ”
9

Even though it is the first official definition of the word refugee, people had been seeking 

refuge long before and the displacement has always existed in history. The word refugee 

in English originated from French in the late seventeenth century. In France the word 

réfugié was first recorded in 1573 in the context of granting asylum and assistance to 

foreigners escaping persecution.  Zolberg, Suhke and Aguayo in their work Escape From 10

The Violence, 1989 mention that ironically it was first used referring to the Huguenots, 

being Calvinists, fleeing France from religious persecution. “…The fact that the term 

 I want to emphasise that I am looking at the English ethnology of the word only and not 8

comparing semantics in other languages, as this as much as is it extremely interesting to look at 
it, maybe not for this paper.

 “Refugee Convention Of 1951,” UNHCR, accessed December 8AD, https://www.unhcr.org/en-9

us/3b66c2aa10.

Aristide R. Zolberg, Astri Suhrke, and Sergio Aguayo, Escape from Violence: Conflict and the 10

Refugee Crisis in the Developing World (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), p.5.
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refugee originated among the receiving countries highlights an ill-understood but 

fundamental feature of the phenomenon.” (p.6) 
11

Why is the definition so important? It is a category under which international organisation 

and individual states provide refuge and humanitarian aid. Therefore an official refugee 

status is the only way to get help as the government claim that the amount of resources 

in “limited”.  Those who do not fall under the “official” definition are left to fend for 

themselves. 


The example can be climate refugees, as the United Nations (UN) protocol was designed 

in 1951 and there was no conversation about climate refugees then, they do not fall under 

the “official” definition of who is eligible for help and resettlement. In addition, the UN is 

struggling to get governments to follow the existing protocol, not mentioning expanding it 

to a new class of migrants. Journal Science projected that if no measures are taken to 

stop the global temperatures from rising by 2100 applications for asylum to the European 

Union could increase 28 percent to nearly ….
12

The illustration of terrible displacement without the official refugee status is also described 

well in the book by an author and an interpreter Valeria Luiselli (2005) . In the book she 13

talks about her experience as an interpreter at the United States (US) Immigration Court. 

There she witnessed the continuous flow of children who have been fleeing Honduras, El 

Salvador and Guatemala for the US. Even though, the children are fleeing gang violence 

and face life threatening conditions, human trafficking, rape they enter the United States 

 Aristide R. Zolberg, Astri Suhrke, and Sergio Aguayo, Escape from Violence: Conflict and the 11

Refugee Crisis in the Developing World (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), p.6.

 Anouch Missirian and Wolfram Schlenker, “Asylum Applications Respond to Temperature 12

Fluctuations,” Science, December 22, 2017.

 Valeria Luiselli, Tell Me How It Ends (Miniapolis : Coffee House Press, 2017)13
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as illegal immigrants and are not recognised as refugees, and therefore are deported 

back. Fassin describes an expression false refugees, that is a name for people fleeing 

hard economic hardships rather than political.  
14

There are 145 member states  that currently have signed the the United Nations Refugee 15

Convention. The United States and most of the European countries are among them. The 

protocol states that:


“…convention provisions ….are to be applied without discrimination as to race, religion or 

country of origin…The Convention further stipulates that, subject to specific exceptions, 

refugees should not be penalized for their illegal entry or stay… ” 16

 This recognizes that the seeking asylum can require refugees to breach immigration rules. 

Prohibited penalties might include being charged with immigration or criminal offences 

relating to the seeking of asylum, or being arbitrarily detained purely on the basis of 

seeking asylum. Finally, the Convention lays down basic minimum standards for the 

treatment of refugees, without prejudice to States granting more favourable treatment. 

Such rights include access to the courts, to primary education, to work, and the provision 

for documentation, including a refugee travel document in passport form. In light of what 

 Didier Fassin, Compassion and Repression: The Moral Economy of Immigration Policies in 14

France, in Cultural Anthropology 20, no. 3 (2005): 368. 
 

Fassin writes: As a consequence o f deep changes occurring in popular attitudes toward asylum, 
explicit orders had been given by the Ministries o f the Interior and Foreign Affairs to their 
respective administrations, and police officers in the airports and bureaucrats of OFPRA have 
come to view asylum seekers with systematic suspicion: all candidates for refugee status are now 
considered, until there is evidence to the contrary, to be undocumented immigrants seeking to 
take advantage of the generosity of the European nations. Use of the expression false refugees to 
refer to economic immigrants who claim political asylum has become central to bureaucratic 
common sense. 

 As if of the protocol of 1951. “States Parties to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of 15

Refugees and the 1967 Protocol,” UNHCR United Refugee Agency, accessed December 8, 2019, 
https://www.unhcr.org/en-us/protection/basic/3b73b0d63/states-parties-1951-convention-
its-1967-protocol.html

 Ibid. Refugee Convention Of 1951.16
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has been occurring in the U.S., Europe, and other countries, the importance of the 

definition of refugee becomes obviously and critically important.


I looked at the UN definition, but I believe it is important to look at the other definitions as 

well. The Unites States Citizenship and Immigration Services website repeats the UN 

definition.  A scholar Jacques Vernant  wrote in 1953 that “ in every-day speech a 17 18

refugee is someone who has been compelled to abandon his home.” The curators of the 

exhibition When Home Won’t Let You Stay at Boston Institute Of Contemporary Art (ICA) 

define a refugee as  “a displaced person seeking international protection due to 

persecution, war, or violence. Refugees are asylum seekers that have been granted legal 

protection. Most refugees stay close to the region from which they were displaced.”


Ai Wei Wei, an artist and a displaced person says that “a refugee could be anyone. It 

could be you or me. The so-called refugee crisis is human crisis”.   Hannah Arendt, a 19

philosopher and a refugee herself, emphasised in her essay “We Refugees” (1943): “In the 

first place, we don’t like to be called “refugees.” We ourselves call each other 

“newcomers” or “immigrants .”” Mentioned above Patrick Kingsley emphasises that 20

during his time with The Guardian use of a word refugee was encouraged over the word 

migrant as a more neutral one. As a word migrant, being originally the one with the most 

neutral connotation, has received a negative meaning, after being abused by politicians 

and press. “Use of a refugee as a default is problematic and migrant was overused by 

media and politicians “…..However, “the word migrant is the most efficient way of 

 “Glossary.” U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. Accessed November 22, 2019. https://17

www.uscis.gov/tools/glossary?topic_id=r#alpha-listing

 Jacques Vernant, The Refugee in the Post-War World (London: Allen & Unwin, 1953), p. 5. 18

 Weiwei Ai and Larry Warsh, Humanity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2018)). Even 19

though I disagree with some of Ai Weiwei’s quotes from the same book. I find him a good example 
of an artists bringing up refugee discourse. 

 Hannah Arendt, “‘We Refugees’ ,” Amro Ali, April 25, 2017. Accessed December 10, 2019.
20

https://amroali.com/2017/04/refugees-essay-hannah-arendt/.
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achieving the purest sense. It means someone on the move and casts no aspersions 

positive or negative about why they set out in the first place. And by using migrant as a 

default we also resist define migrants in opposition to refugees.  By describing people as 

refugees, in a bid to increase public sympathy for them, you implicitly except, that a 

migrant is someone undeserving of the same sympathy, that refugees have a good reason 

to leave home and migrants did not….A problematic differentiation… All refugees are 

migrants”(Kingsley, 2015).  An example of the abuse can be media and politicians making 

the word migrant associate with invasion. Donald Trump, a president, 2018: 

“Why are we having all these people from shithole countries come here?” 

 For the other vocabulary I will quote the curators of the exhibition “When Home won’t let 

you stay” at the Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston (ICA).  A migrant is a general term 

to refer to a person who moves from one place to another. Some migrants move by 

choice, often to find work, and others are displaced or forced from their homes. Refugee/

Asylum Seeker is a displaced person seeking international protection due to persecution, 

war, or violence. Refugees are asylum seekers that have been granted legal protection. 

Most refugees stay close to the region from which they were displaced. A citizen is a 

person legally recognized as a subject or national of a country, and is entitled to the rights 

and protections of that country. An emigrant is someone who has left their country of 

residence to settle in another. The word emigrant is used in reference to the country from 

which people leave, whereas immigrant is used in reference to the country in which one 

settles. Expatriate/Expat is a person who resides outside their country of origin, usually by 

choice, and who maintains the right to return to that country. Many expatriates are also 

immigrants. Immigrant is someone who leaves their native country to permanently settle 

elsewhere, or whose ancestry includes recent generations moving from one country to 
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another. Undocumented is a person living in a country without recognized legal 

documentation allowing them to reside legally within that country (2019).


The curators of the exhibition at ICA understood how problematic definitions can be and 

included them in their exhibition on migration. From the very beginning, before 

proceeding to the show a viewer could think about the definitions first. 


The variety of definitions of the same word shows how complex the issue is and how it 

mostly a definition serves social and political interests. Therefore choosing a subject of 

migration and migrants, is a complicated issues from the very beginning. And once you 

pull one thread out a million of other political, social, historical issues untie…As Peggy 

Levitt noticed in the time of such devotion and rise or nationalism and xenophobia, “one 

should be very careful about the use of the  words so frequently used”. 

Double Bind  

“Art can offer alternative perspectives to those that are presented by politicians and by the 

media, enabling viewers to see beyond the rhetoric and statistics and to question and 

dwell on very difficult realities .”  21

An artist, Maya Ramsay, 2016.


Artists present migration in all kinds of ways in attempt to contribute to the debate. Art 

institution are trying to figure out what their stake is as well. For the last couple of years I 

have counted several exhibitions solely n the United States, devoted to the issues of 

 Maya Ramsay, “Reframing the Debate: The Art of Lampedusaframing the Debate: The Art of 21

Lampedusa,” Maya Ramsay, 2016. Accessed 10 December, 2019. https://
www.mayaramsay.co.uk/blog/post.php?s=2018-11-23-reframing-the-debate-the-art-of-
lampedusa-article-by-maya-ramsay.
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migration. When Home Won’t Let You Stay is an ongoing exhibition at ICA, Boston. 

Citizens and Borders is a series of projects at MOMA, New York, which started in 2015 

and is still ongoing. The Warmth Of Other Suns was on view in September 2019 at The 

Phillips Collection at Washington DC, which was originally curated in Italy. Big 

contemporary art events such as Venice Biennale, Metafora and Documenta, have been 

including artists who make works about migration in attempt to add to the discourse. 


However, as the subject of migration is very sensitive, artists are constantly on a slippery 

slope; they face moral dilemmas and receive considerable criticism. The complexity of the 

problem sets the artists in very difficult circumstances. 


On the hand, they want to have a say on the topic and try to communicate the issue, to 

change the way that people think about migration, to encourage to action, to give voices 

and representation, to call for empathy, to challenge the viewers’ world perception, to 

make new connections between us and other people and places or/and show the 

connections between someone/something that until now, remained unseen etc.


On the other hand there is a whole lot of potential pitfalls and criticisms. There is always a 

risk of objectifying, caricaturing, simplifying, romanticising or making people’s misery and 

sufferings beautiful and aesthetically attractive., aesthetasation of traumatic experience or 

commercialisation of traumatic experience, orientalism, perpetuating the stereotypes, etc 

….even the best intention and the best talent these issues are always potentially present.


On December 3, 2019 The Guardian posted a photo from a refugee camp Moria, on the 

island of Lesbos, Greece  (Figure 1).  I thought I can be a good reason to start a 22

 Thanks to Mark Sherman for pointing this photo out to me.22
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conversation on the duality and 

complexity of the problem of 

representing such topic as 

migration. In this picture there 

is a young girl standing in the 

rain outside the refugee camp. 

The picture was taken by a 

Greek photojournalist  Aris 

Messinis, who who has won 

multiple prizes for the images 

taken in the war zone and 

more recently in Lesbos.  


Photojournalism is an 

important  medium. It is a vital 

evidence in our post-truth era. 

The power of the mage is 

undeniable , even when some 

choose to ignore inconvenient truths.


This photo informs us about the events at the refugee camp in Greece, about the 

conditions and is especially emotional because we are looking at a picture of a child. 


However, there are so many complexities and question…what was the photographer’s 

relationship with the people at the camp? What kind of rapport does he have with the 

family and with the child?
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Figure 1. A young girl stands under the rain outside the 
refugee camp of Moria, on the island of Lesbos on 
November 26, 2019.

Photograph: Aris Messinis/AFP via Getty Image.


https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2019/
dec/03/life-in-a-greek-makeshift-migrant-camp-in-pictures

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2019/dec/03/life-in-a-greek-makeshift-migrant-camp-in-pictures
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2019/dec/03/life-in-a-greek-makeshift-migrant-camp-in-pictures
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2019/dec/03/life-in-a-greek-makeshift-migrant-camp-in-pictures
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2019/dec/03/life-in-a-greek-makeshift-migrant-camp-in-pictures


Most painful to me was discovering the picture was posted in a stock platform Getty 

Image, as the most of the editorial photos are, which means by paying an X amount of 

money anybody can upload an image of a refugee girl? And the money will go to many 

people probably but not to the girl herself. 


This photo is not an art piece, but a journalistic work. However, it reminded me a story of 

the Afghan Girl picture by Steve McCurry (1984) that eded up on the cover of national 

geographic and later on in all the museum. The border between art and journalism can 

become very blurred. At first her name was unknown for the absence of rapport with the 

photographer. Did she even want to be on the covers and in the museums?  And how did 

she feel about being described as "the First World's Third World Mona Lisa” . 
23

 By doing their job and making money off it one can not avoid looking at the exploitative 

nature of this. And agreeing to do the job, artists and journalists agree to make hard moral 

choices. If the picture were not posted, and we just saw the text, the reader’s reaction 

would likely be less emotional and potentially fewer people would be affected. The role of 

the photojournalist is important, but it is not without complications and moral dilemmas.  

This extends to artists as well.


I think an appropriate item when describing artists’ and journalist moral struggle when 

covering controversies can be a double bind.  Initially, the term was first introduced in the 

medical context in 1972  by Gregory Bateson . who was an anthropologist and a 24 25

 Wendy S. Hesford and Wendy Kozol, Just Advocacy? Womens Human Rights, Transnational 23

Feminisms, and the Politics of Representation (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 
2005)

 Different sources mention different years. Spivak mentions that the concept of double bind was 24

first introduced  in 1972, other sources mention 1956 Bateson’s paper Toward a Theory of 
Schizophrenia.

 Gregory Bateson, Steps to an Ecology of Mind Collected Essays in Anthropology, Psychiatry, 25

Evolution, and Epistemology (San Francisco: Chandler, 1972))
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psychiatrist. He looked at the double bind 

as away to understand childhood 

schizophrenia. For Bateson the double 

bind is an attempt by the child to meet the 

numerous conflicting injunctions that 

Bateson believed were associated with 

the schizophrenic split. Spivak in her  An 

Aesthetic Education In The Era Of 

Globalization (2013) looks at the double 

bind in contemporary context and in 

relation to aesthetic education. A 

philosopher  Jacques Derrida called it 

double injunction . “The Derridean double 

bind that produces at once conditions of possibility and impossibility does make sense 

only in relation to this Kantian horizon. Moreover, though the concept of double bind relies 

on the Aristotelian principle of contradiction, it was formulated as a psychotherapeutic 

theoretical tool ”. Thus double bind is when an individual receives two or more 26

conflicting messages, one nullifying the other, which can be applied to artists and 

journalist dilemma when covering controversial subjects. I want to look through this prism 

at other artworks made about migration. 


Other Case Studies  

Videos  

 Riccardo Baldissone, “Poetics of Exclusion. Derrida and the Injunctions of Modernities.,” 26

Academia, accessed December 7, 2019, https://www.academia.edu/8659455/
Poetics_of_Exclusion_Derrida_and_the_Injunctions_of_Modernities), n.p.
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Figure 2. Western Union: Small Boats Series NO. 
1, Image from the video installation, 2007.

Artist: Isaac Julien.


https://www.isaacjulien.com/projects/western-
union-small-boats/

https://www.academia.edu/8659455/Poetics_of_Exclusion_Derrida_and_the_Injunctions_of_Modernities
https://www.academia.edu/8659455/Poetics_of_Exclusion_Derrida_and_the_Injunctions_of_Modernities
https://www.academia.edu/8659455/Poetics_of_Exclusion_Derrida_and_the_Injunctions_of_Modernities


The video by artist and film-maker Isaac Julien (2007), called “Western Union, Small 

Boats” demonstrates  the risks and responsibilities with which artists must grapple.  I was 

fortunate enough to see this in ICA, Boston at the exhibition When Home Won’t Let you 

Stay (2019). This powerful video installation is a part of Julien’s work Expedition Series, 

that also includes True North (2004), Fantôme Afrique (2005), and 10 000 Waves (2010). 

Unfortunately his works can be only seen as a part of museum shows and are not 

accessible otherwise, which raises a question about accessibility of works on such 

controversial topic and the target audiences of such work . Western Union, Small Boats 27

is an eighteen minute multiscreen installation which explores the relationship between 

individual, historical and geopolitical. The main theme is African Migrants crossing the 

Mediterranean Sea to reach southern Italy. The work was made after  the artist saw all the 

reports about African migrants who drowned in attempt of crossing .  Even though the 28

work was made 12 years ago it still reads/views as a very pressing and acute work. Even 

thought it is completely staged it makes a very powerful effect. 


To analyse the work more deeply I read extensive commentary on it by professors and art 

historians Anne Ring Petersen  and Jennifer A. Gonzalez , and an artists Maya 29 30

Ramsay .
31

 But that could be a whole different essay!27

 As estimated by 2000 people by Katja Franko Aas in her book Globalisation And Crime (2007), 28

to which Peterson refers. 

 Anne Ring Peterson, Migration Into Art : Transcultural Identities and Art-Making in a Globalised 29

World. Rethinking Art’s Histories. (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2017), http://
search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=nlebk&AN=1690387&site=eds-
live&scope=site), pp. 195-211.

 Jeniffer A. González, “Sea Dreams: Isaac Julien's Western Union: Small Boats,” in The Time Of 30

Migration: Rethinking History Of Diaspora (Williamstown, MA: Clark Art Institute, 2011), pp. 
115-129.

 Maya Ramsay, “Reframing the Debate: The Art of Lampedusaframing the Debate: The Art of 31

Lampedusa,” Maya Ramsay, 2016, https://www.mayaramsay.co.uk/blog/post.php?
s=2018-11-23-reframing-the-debate-the-art-of-lampedusa-article-by-maya-ramsay)
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The video starts with the island of Lampedusa  , where Italian fishermen work on their 32

boats, speaking  English and Italian in contrast with a graveyard of boats with Arabic 

script on them. Then the 

camera moves to a group 

of African men sailing in 

small boats under 

burning sun. One man 

falls asleep, his dream 

takes him to the Palazzo 

Valguarnera-Gangi, a 

luxurious mansion in 

Sicily that was home to 

generations of 

Aristocrats.  Thedream is 

“nearly hallucinogenic 

when paired with the barren and uncertain situation of the migrants crossing the 

sea” (González, p.119). The mansion is also a reference to Luchino Visconti’s 1963 film 

The Leopard, a drama about collapse of Italian aristocracy. Another juxtaposition in the 

video is the contrast of tourists  enjoying Sicilian beauties and migrants trying to reach the 

shore, Later, five corpses wrapped in silver mylar are shown lined up along the water,  and 

as Peterson mentions “the camera suggests that tourists and fatalities of migration are 

united in a continuous space-time.(p.206)”


Peterson praises the depth of Julien’s work for looking into the psycological, internal state 

of a migrants and into the history of colonialism and domination. All three references 

 Lampedusa is one of the entry points for migrants moving from Africa into Europe.32
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Figure 3. Western Union: Small Boats.

Image from the video installation, 2007.

Artist: Isaac Julien.


https://www.isaacjulien.com/projects/western-union-small-boats/



agree upon the fact that this complex work touches upon many issues. It is not only a 

response and critique of European migration policies, but it also explores the relationship 

of the past and present, the history of social devision, political problems, risks that 

immigrant take trying to cross, the heritage of aristocratic privilege, dreams fantasies 

about other worlds that encourage people to move. 


The work was a result of through research on the artist’ part. It took me some effort and  

reading to be able to interpret it when I saw it at ICA,. 

That is partly  because Julien combines realist, lyrical 

and surrealist filming and partly because I had to do 

my research to catch up with the research that the 

artist had done. 


However, this work has received criticism as well for 

creating a very  aestheticised work out of tragedies 

and deaths, and rendering them beautiful by turning 

them into “a source of visual pleasure. ” Peterson 33

supports this idea by saying that “sheer beauty of his 

(Julien’s) cinematic representation of the misery of 

migrants makes it necessary to move beyond the 

question of aesthetics and consider the issue of 

aesteticisation and the artist’s ethical relation to his 

subject.(p.198)”


Jennifer A. Gonzalez argues  :“Speaks to a newer 34

 Emma Chubb, “Small Boats, Slave Ship,” Art Journal 75, no. 1 (2016), https://doi.org/http://33

artjournal.collegeart.org/?p=7197

 Ibid. Peterson.34
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 Figure 4. Il santuario della 
Madonna di Porto Salvo, 2011

Artist:  Giacomo Sferlazzo.


https://www.mayaramsay.co.uk/
blog/post.php?s=2018-11-23-
reframing-the-debate-the-art-of-
lampedusa-article-by-maya-ramsay


https://www.mayaramsay.co.uk/blog/post.php?s=2018-11-23-reframing-the-debate-the-art-of-lampedusa-article-by-maya-ramsay
https://www.mayaramsay.co.uk/blog/post.php?s=2018-11-23-reframing-the-debate-the-art-of-lampedusa-article-by-maya-ramsay
https://www.mayaramsay.co.uk/blog/post.php?s=2018-11-23-reframing-the-debate-the-art-of-lampedusa-article-by-maya-ramsay
https://www.mayaramsay.co.uk/blog/post.php?s=2018-11-23-reframing-the-debate-the-art-of-lampedusa-article-by-maya-ramsay
https://www.mayaramsay.co.uk/blog/post.php?s=2018-11-23-reframing-the-debate-the-art-of-lampedusa-article-by-maya-ramsay
https://www.mayaramsay.co.uk/blog/post.php?s=2018-11-23-reframing-the-debate-the-art-of-lampedusa-article-by-maya-ramsay
https://www.mayaramsay.co.uk/blog/post.php?s=2018-11-23-reframing-the-debate-the-art-of-lampedusa-article-by-maya-ramsay
https://www.mayaramsay.co.uk/blog/post.php?s=2018-11-23-reframing-the-debate-the-art-of-lampedusa-article-by-maya-ramsay


media-saturated environment where all kinds of violence appear aestheticised and 

normalised. It is precisely this normalisation of violence that may function to mask the real 

world violence of international politics. By producing a nearly sculptural, excessive 

representation of the drowning body, the choreography of the dancer invites us to 

glimpse a violence we can only otherwise distantly imagine.…Is it ethical relation of the 

artist to his subject matter? ” (p.127) Maya Ramsay mentions that critics are divided over 

the juxtaposition of beauty and horror in the film. 


Peterson also connects the works to Bal’s migratory aesthetics , that labels video as the 35

most influential medium of our time, and indeed video works by Julien or by …. are very 

powerful. I also believe it is important to keep in mind that this work is a criticism and a 

reflection, the artist s not trying to speak on behalf of refugees. This strong works has to 

be interpreted in its complexity and its an ample that illustrates well dilemma or double 

bind concept. 


Personal Objects into Art 

An artist Giacomo Sferlazzo explains: “For me it was natural to use the boats’ wood, the 

sacred texts and other objects to create works, I wanted to give back to the world a voice 

choked from the past, but I wanted to give it back forcefully, looking for the beauty, 

looking for the form”. (2013) He is one of the founding members of a group called 

Askavusa , a collective of artists, scholars and activists working in Lampedusa.  36

Maya  Ramsay as an artist who works with collecting migrants personal objects and 

making art from shipwrecked boats in Lampedusa reflects on the duality of artists 

choices. The migrants’ everyday belongings allow us to dwell on the subject and imagine 

the stories behind them, enabling migrants to be seen as individuals, rather than as bodies 

 35

 “Barefoot” in Sicilian36
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and numbers”, however “what does it mean to look for beauty and form in objects that 

have come from such trauma?” She also mentions that the objects that are not collected 

by anybody else will be collected and destroyed by authorities. And we can see the 

double bind here again. A personal object is an evidence of the reality of events. Looking 

at the objects that we ourselves use everyday makes us think  that we could be them just 

as easily as they could have been us, which is a very emotional effect.


If pictures our mind still perceives through a certain mediator, when we see all the shoes 

at Holocaust Museum in Washington DC, or walk through the gates of what used to be 

Ausschwitz in Poland or see the Hiroshima schoolchildren’s molten lunch boxes and the 

wristwatches stopped forever ,these objects say more than any artwork on the subject 

ever could. If these objects are so powerful and have so much to say, than why do they 

have to be turned into art ? 


That is why I find it the most 

controversial when an artist uses 

artefacts, to me the way is it 

represented is important. For example 

Ai Wei Wei’s  Laundromat (2018),  

where the artist displayed 2046 items 

if clothing that had been collected 

from Idomeni refugee camp in 

Northern Greece, after the residents of 

the camp were forcibly moved. The 

clothes were washed, steamed, hanged or carefully placed. They were  displayed along 

with photographs and a film Idomeni (2016) at Deitch  in November 2016. Ever since his 37

 http://www.deitch.com37
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Figure 5. Travelling installation.

Laundromat, 2012.

Artist: Ai Weiwei.

Photo credit: Ai Weiwei Studio.


https://news.artnet.com/exhibitions/ai-weiwei-
qatar-1237127



passport was returned  in 2015, the artist 

has been visiting refugee camps in Africa, 

Europe and the Middle East, documenting. 

I this work is too obvious and looks like a 

store. The artist emphases himself “The 

migrants have to go through mountains, 

they have to jump into boats — there is no 

time to wash. They have to throw away dirty 

stuff. There’s nothing artistic about it. It’s 

daily life. It’s human struggle .” I have 38

never  seen  this piece in person so I can 

not fully analyse the effects of it, I would feel very weird if somebody tool my clothes and 

brought it to a gallery at Chelsey. It is almost like fetishising. 


 However, it made me think that At 

the ICA I saw a piece by a French-

Algerian artist Kader Attia, called La 

Mer Morte (Figure 6). It first was put 

together for an exhibition 

Streamlines - Oceans, Global Trade 

and Migration in Hamburg in 2015. 

The installation was made from blue 

second-hand clothes. They never 

belonged to migrant but I find poetic 

 Robin Pogrebin, “Ai Weiwei Melds Art and Activism in Shows About Displacement,” The New 38

You Times, October 20, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/21/arts/design/ai-weiwei-melds-
art-and-activism-in-shows-about-displacement.html
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Figure 6. Floor installation of second-hand clothing.

La Mer Morte (The Dead Sea), 2015. The Warmth of 
Other Suns exhibition, The Phillips Collection.

Artist: Kader Attia. 

Photo: Lee Stalsworth


http://blog.phillipscollection.org/2019/08/05/warmth-
suns-sea/

Figure 7.

TO6411, Lampedusa, 2013. 
Artist: Lucy Wood.


https://www.mayaramsay.co.uk/blog/
post.php?s=2018-11-23-reframing-the-
debate-the-art-of-lampedusa-article-by-



symbolism of this piece more appealing the Ai Wei Wei’s. I still found it very powerful. “La 

Mer Morte attempts to represent this loss with the symbolic power of strewn and 

discarded clothes that seem washed ashore and left behind. ” The work is allegorical and 39

abstract and avoids desensitising viewers. . 

As many deaths happen in attempts to cross, the boat is the direct association with it. 

Artists ran to make works form boats and their remains. A British artist Lucy Wood called 

her project TO6411, in which she asked Lampedusa authorities  to have a rescued 

migrant boat and sailed it from Lampedusa to London (Figure 7).


 Another artist who used a 

boat in his work is 

Christoph Büchel. Barca 

Nostra is a large barge that 

sank in the Mediterranean 

on 18 April 2015 after its 

collision with s freighter 

and took with it as 

estimated 1000 migrant 

lives, who were trying to 

reach Italy from Lybia . 40

Christoph Büchel exhibited the ship at the Venice Biennale in 2018. It has no plague or a 

description that the artist insisted on. Claire Bishop writes about the work that  “parking 

 Ruth Erickson and Eva Respini, eds., When Home Won't Let You Stay (New Haven and 39

London : Yale University Press, 2019), p.94. 

 “UN Says 800 Migrants Dead in Boat Disaster as Italy Launches Rescue of Two More Vessels,” 40

The Guardian , April 20, 2015, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/20/italy-pm-matteo-
renzi-migrant-shipwreck-crisis-srebrenica-massacre
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Figure 8. Barca Nostra (Our Boat), 2018–19, wreck of a ship 
that sank in the Mediterranean on April 18, 2015, Installation 
view, Arsenale. 

Artist: Christoph Büchel. 

Photo: Andrea Avezzù.




the vessel, Instagram ready, outside the Arsenale’s café and toilets only channels 

indignation in the wrong direction: toward the artist, rather than toward governmental 

handling of the global immigration crisis .”
41

 I found very distressing and disturbing as well. Location and representation of pieces that 

have a trace of mortality I believe is crucial. That work got a lot of criticism was was voted 

by over 83 curators and artists to remove from the Biennale. that I can’t disagree with. A 

curator Vincent Honoré writes “Nauseous. This image keeps haunting me. It shows the 

cynical and ruthless logic of sensational exhibitions where politically correctness and 

marketing strategy govern upon ethics, research and sensitivity.”


Even though I agree with Claire Bishop and find  this work extremely distressing , I believe 

it made a big stir and brought a conversation about Italian politics on immigration. 


People, Stories and Video 

Some artists are engage with sharing people’s stories through different medium, One of 

the most powerful one is video.  Nothing is more direct and non biased than hearing the 

story from the people in need themselves. It potentially avoids showing migrants as 

passive and as bystanders, however lets the viewer see the first hand personal 

experience. 


However also has an aspect of duality in it. Collecting the stories is a journalistic and 

anthropological work. Kingsley mentions that it is a very vexed relationship between the 

journalist and their source. Which can be directly applied to an artist and their source as 

well. He continues “the act of mining for details about  their lives , presenting these details 

 Claire Bishop, “In The Bland Scheme Of Things,” Artforum, September 2019, p. 214 -217, 41

https://www.artforum.com/print/201907/venice-2019-80529)
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to foreign public, packaging it in a fashion over which the source has no control and 

framing them to a context that is more recognizable to a foreign audience than to your 

subject.” All of it runs a big risk or being exploitative, commercialising and objectifying 

and endangering the interviewed person even trying to to frame them in the empathetic 

light. 


I will look at two powerful pieces, where artists directly engaged with migrants to share 

their stories.


The first one is Love Story by Candice Breitz (2016)(Figure 7). The story was created when 

the artist was living in Berlin in 2015 and was witnessing a constant arrival of migrants. 

She, among other people, was trying to figure out what she could do to help. She helping 

at one of the refugee 

centers and she started 

having long 

conversations with 

people who arrived there. 

She realised that it’s not 

only people who are 

moving but the stories are 

migrating as well. 


The piece is a 7-channel 

video installation, the 

original length of the 

interviews is over 20 
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Figure 9. Stills from Love Story, 7-Channel Installation, 2016.

Featuring Alec Baldwin and Julianne Moore 
Top: Shabeena Francis Saveri, Sarah Ezzat Mardini, Mamy 
Maloba Langa. 

Bottom: José Maria João , Farah Abdi Mohamed, Luis Ernesto 
Nava Molero.


https://www.candicebreitz.net/assets/docs/



hours. Breitz conducted interviews with six people who have fled their countries for 

different reasons such as war, religious, political and sexuality connected persecutions . 
42

However, when Breitz started putting the interviews together she realised that we live a 

the world economy attention. The concept was coined in the field of economic theory to 

solve information management problems by Matthew Crawford in 2015 , implying that 43

people have only so much of attention as a source. She wanted to draw this attention to 

individual experiences of the worldwide refugee crisis. Her decision was to weight 

individual stories against the power of celebrities, reflecting on the question of visibility 

and emphasising how and where the satiation is focused. The videos of each interview 

are available online. When they are arranged in the exhibition space, as Museum Of Fine 

Arts in Boston (MFA) writes, in the first room the stories of forced migration are channeled 

on a large screen by actors Alec Baldwin and Julianne Moore. In a second space, the 

original interviews appear on six monitors, with each of the refugees talking their own 

experiences.


However, Breitz also received for criticism for creating such a juxtaposition, and for 

making white rich people tell  the refugee stories and implying that people will be more 

interested in celebrities than refugees and silencing the actual refugees’ voices. In her 

interview the artist emphasis that “it’s interesting to receive different range of responses to 

the work because different people different five experience with men want to see your 

work so don’t have fixed expectations about what you want to work to achieve.”  

 Sarah Ezzat Mardini  from Syria,  José Maria João from Angola, Mamy Maloba Langa from the 42

Democratic Republic of Congo, Shabeena Francis Saveri from India, Luis Ernesto Nava Molero 
from Venezuela and Farah Abdi Mohamed from Somalia.

 43
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Another artist who works 

with telling stories 

through video 

installations is and 

Carlos Motta. His video 

installation, that I saw at 

ICA, is called The 

Crossing (2017) and  

presents the stories of 

eleven LGBTQI migrants 

from Egypt, Iraq, Iran, 

Marocco, Syria and Pakistan. They speak about their experiences before, during and after 

leaving their homes and resettling in the Netherlands. He highlights that there has been an 

increase in individuals seeking asylum based on persecution of their sexual orientation 

and gender identity .  The topic which is not widely covered when it comes to migration 44

art. Carlos Motta avoids the usual editing and contextualising in attempt to show the 

viewer the first person testimony. Dealing with such a sensitive and personal issue an 

artist can run the rest of retraumatization.  


Alexandra Tarzikhan, an activist and a Syrian refugee mentions: “Artists who enter refugee 

communities with a sense of entitlement to deeply personal narratives, have the capacity 

to do more harm than good. When [artists] ask a refugee to relive their experience, there’s 

always the issue of re-traumatization, and so people need to be skilful and mindful, and to 

make sure that [the refugees’] voices are truly the ones that are highlighted .”
45

 “Guidelines On International Protection No.9,” UNHCR, October 23, 2012, https://44

www.unhcr.org/en-us/publications/legal/50ae466f9/guidelines-internationalprotection-9-claims-
refugee-status-based-sexual.html?query=gender identity)

 Quote taken from  Harvard Political Review Journal. The original is  Alexandra Tarzikhan, “Meet 45

A Refugee,” filmed March 2018 in Massachusetts, TEDxTufts video, 11:31, https://www.ted.com/
talks/alexandra_tarzikhan_meet_a_refugee. 
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Figure 10. The Crossing, 2017.

Artist: Carlos Motta 

Photo: Gert Jan van Rooij.


https://carlosmotta.com/project/the-crossing-2017-2/

https://www.ted.com/talks/alexandra_tarzikhan_meet_a_refugee
https://www.ted.com/talks/alexandra_tarzikhan_meet_a_refugee


Conclusion 

Artists, similarly to journalists are facing a constant moral dilemma or double bind when 

covering such a controversial and complex topic as migration. Behind each piece, text or 

photo there are a lot of choices, decisions and reflection . 
46

Patrick Kingsley reflects on his journalistic work: “…that led me to the question whether 

the simple documentation of a tragedy is enough to induce long-term empathy in one’s 

audience or whether one needs to provide an audience with a means of channeling that 

empathy in order to ensure that it doesn’t ebb into indifference.” And I believe that art is 

that channel. It helps to shape the debate and the most important it trains and challenges  

their imagination.In contrast to to  it provides us with a deep  emotional and personal 

insight that humanise the issue. It provides an oppotyinity for people to think about their 

relation to migration, their effects on it and to pause and reflect on the events that are 

shaping their daily lives.


For an artist, dealing with such a controversial topic there is no safe path to take. If they 

want to speak up on such a complex issue, they take a huge responsibly and risk. 

Acknowledging your own biases and involvement , your limitations, not trying to say a 

final word and accepting that working with people is a fragile substance may prevent form 

making a lot of mistakes, however it will be inevitable because if the nature of working 

with trauma.  It is a risk that every artist  should take and chose for themselves. The best 

an artist can do is to be as cautious, thoughtful, humble, constantly learn and keep in 

mind that even with the best intentions it still might not work. As Spivak  mentions “Only 47

an aesthetic education can continue to prepare us for this.


 Hopefully!46

 Ibid. An Aesthetic Education In The Era Of Globalisation.47
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